CASE STUDY

Axess Systems upgrade VDI
for Derbyshire Fire & Rescue
Service with Dell Technologies

Background

Scope and requirements

Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Service is a
public sector organisation dedicated
to making the county a safe place to
live, work and visit  Making
Derbyshire Safer Together. As a
publicly funded body it operates a
strict and transparent procurement
policy for all its goods and services,
including Information Technology
Systems.

The specific issue we wanted to
address was to make our internal VDI
as stable as possible, operating from
both of our data centres to provide
resiliency, explained Nigel.

As an emergency response provider
IT is critical to Derbyshire Fire & Rescue
Service. Ensuring their IT provision is
resilient, supportable and up to date
is important for the safety of their
station employees across the county,
who rely on information being shared
promptly and accurately from Head
Office to cover the risks to the local
area.
Here, Nigel Glossop Head of Systems
and Information and Pete Garyga ICT
Security and Projects Team Manager,
describe the work undertaken by
Axess Systems on their behalf.

While our emergency response ICT
system is managed by a third party, we
have our own internal ICT infrastructure
to maintain that the rest of our systems
run on. This is the area that Axess
Systems are helping us with.
After moving Headquarters, one of our
data centre VDI pods needed to be
replaced and upgraded, including
reconfiguring it for the correct IP
address range, said Pete. Without the
second VDI pod we ran the
unacceptable risk of being unable to
provide systems to our head office
desktops in the event of the other pod
failing.
The VDI environment had been built
on the original version 7 of Horizon
View VMWare software which had been
superseded, added Pete. While we
have our own internal team of expert
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engineers, Axess Systems helped us
plug a time and resource gap to help
us get to a more stable and resilient
platform more quickly.

Why Axess Systems?
Axess Systems are local to us and we
were aware of them already, said
Nigel.
They had assisted us regarding
replacing some of our thin client
hardware and had been very helpful
in facilitating a discussion with Dell
Technologies which helped us make
our choice for that equipment.
On the back of helping us replace our
thin clients Axess then carried out a
virtualisation health check, since the
thin clients and the infrastructure
behind them are all very linked
together.
As part of our VDI upgrade tender
specification Axess came to a
workshop to discuss our technical
requirements with our engineers.
They subsequently won the tender
based on quality, expertise and price.

From solution to
implementation
The statement of work that Axess
produced was detailed, including what
was needed and how they would
approach it. To be honest, at first we
thought it was a challenging plan,
Pete commented.
Everything was as expected when we
went through it internally, and Axess
did deliver what they said they would,
even slightly quicker than they initially
forecast.

Axess work in a very cards on the
table way, Pete continued. We did
say upfront that we wanted to work
with them. We wanted them to
interact with our engineers and not
just sit in a corner, get on with it and
then leave us to pick it up afterwards.
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In fact Axess facilitated some very
impressive skills transfer and were
willing to work hand-in-hand with our
own network, desktop, VMWare and
server engineers. This has put us in a
strong position to manage our
infrastructure moving forward, Pete
concluded.
Frankly Ive not really had much
contact with them, said Nigel, which
is a positive thing!
Certainly communication has been
good  with all engineers being in
direct contact with each other while
still keeping the project officers in the
loop, added Pete.

Benefits and possibilities

Recommendation

We now have a resilient environment
across both our data centres. And with
an upgraded Dell Technologies VDI
platform we have better opportunities
for remote working and delivering
apps to mobile devices more
efficiently, explained Pete.

In recommendation Nigel said: Axess
have a good depth of knowledge and
experience. They set up Dell
Technologies VDI on a very regular
basis, whereas we would set one up
once every four or five years.

There are also significant benefits to
deploying thin client plug and play
technology, including management
flexibility, end user satisfaction,
improved availability and cost
efficiency. The new boxes can selfconfigure as soon as they are on the
network, which enhances IT
provisioning dramatically.

We are more than happy with what
Axess Systems have delivered for us,
as shown by the fact that we have
requested them to tender to do more
for us. They score high on the quality
of their work and we will certainly
consider them in our tender process
for future support.
I would certainly recommend Axess
Systems, Pete said in summary. They
are more of a partner than a supplier.
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